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I Oppose the Proposed Expansion of Turkey Point, Docket ID: NRC-2009-0337

May 15, 2015
Chief Cindy Bladley
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Administration, OWFN 12
H8
Washington, DC 20555
Dear Chief Bladley,
Please Be SURE to see my personal message and possibly New Information below this form letter
‐‐ Thank You Thomas Buyea Miami, Fl ranger00116@outlook.com
I am writing in reference to Docket ID: NRC‐2009‐0337 to express my opposition to the
proposed expansion of Turkey Point Power Plant, located in Homestead, Florida. The site
proposed for expansion is located directly on the shores of Biscayne National Park in an area
that is extremely susceptible to sea level rise and the impacts of climate change. The
expansion of Turkey Point could have serious environmental impacts on sensitive ecological
habitat and the health and sustainability of limited freshwater resources.
Like so many Americans, I am committed to protecting the National Park System, which
preserves our country's incredible array of landscapes, waters, wildlife, and opportunities
for exploration. Biscayne National Park is an irreplaceable national treasure that safeguards
precious natural resources and recreational opportunities. According to the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's own regulations, "sites adjacent to lands devoted to public use may
be considered unsuitable," and unacceptable impacts are "most apt to arise in areas adjacent
to natural‐resource‐oriented areas." Within six miles of the proposed expansion site, there
are two national parks, an aquatic preserve, a national wildlife refuge, and a wetland
habitat preserve. In following the NRC's own guidelines, the expansion of Turkey Point could
have unacceptable and irreversible impacts on these treasured sites.
Operating two new reactors at Turkey Point could also have huge impacts on the quantity and
quality of precious freshwater resources. The withdrawal of massive amounts of water from
under Biscayne Bay as back‐up cooling water could increase salinity levels within the Bay and
hasten saltwater intrusion into our limited freshwater supplies.
Furthermore, expanding a nuclear power plant in an area that is ground zero for sea level
rise threatens the future of South Florida. I strongly oppose the expansion of Turkey Point
as proposed due to the project's potentially widespread negative environmental and public
health and safety impacts and the serious threats it poses to Biscayne National Park.
Thank you for considering my request.
My personal message from here down ‐‐ Thomas Buyea ranger00116@outlook.com
=============================================================================================
==========================
Hello Some information that may help Stop Turkey Point Nuclear Plant from being enlarged ? !
1

I had heard that they want to enlarge Turkey Point !
Which I think is already past it's time of usefulness maximum time use design already ? I was
14 years old when it came on line and I am 68 years old now.
And of course just like Fukoshima it is just waiting for a tsunami sitting rite on the
Atlantic Ocean !
I had a friend who worked for FPL and about 25 years ago told me it once almost melted down.
They have two large control rooms like we saw in the China Syndrome movie and a third smaller
control room, They were doing some work in the room in the radioactive section of the reactor
and a crane dropped something heavy on a pipe that had all the wires from the three control
rooms to the reactor and shorted out all the wires so they had no control over the reactors
and the only thing that saved it from meltdown was a system inside the reactor that when
certain things melted it automatically flooded it or something turning it off, But it came
very very close to melt down !
But they managed to keep it out of the news completely !!
They advertised and hired a lot of one time employees I think they call them jumpers ? Who
went into the hot section for only the maximum allowed time of a couple hours wearing
radiation suits and did repairs!
This is true information and I think the fact that they kept this out of the news may be good
ammunition for you to use to Stop enlarging Turkey Point Nuclear Reactor Now ?? !!
My friend who worked at Florida Power and Light did not work at the Nuclear Plant but he did
get the information from inside sources and you may be able to find his name on the
employment records ?
His name was Bill (William ?) Godbold and unfortunately he committed suicide a couple years
later in about 1989 to 90.
The almost melt down was around 1985 to 1988 ?
Also just by coincidence I had a girlfriend back in about that same time who was a licensed
gun dealer and she put in a bid to supply Turkey Point with 100 M‐16 Machine guns for their
security department, She did not win the bid and someone else supplied the M‐16s to Turkey
Point.
Just a little information to help you keep things under control.
Thomas L. Buyea

Miami, Fl.

ranger00116@outlook.com

Sincerely,
Mr. Thomas Buyea
521 SW 42nd Ave Apt 108
Coral Gables, FL 33134‐1901
(305) 448‐6228
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